
BIke Week - Commuter Station

A bicycle commuter station is a facility designed to support and encourage bicycle
commuting. These stations typically offer amenities and services aimed at making
biking to work or other destinations more convenient, safe, and enjoyable. Here are
some features commonly found in bicycle commuter stations:

 *Secure Bike Parking: This could include bike racks, or indoor parking facilities.
 
 *Repair and Maintenance Facilities: Basic tools, pumps, and repair stands may be

available for cyclists to perform minor repairs or adjustments on their bikes.
 
 *Coffee and snacks provided along a bike path
 
 *Storage Facilities: Lockers or cubbies may be provided for storing helmets,

backpacks, or other gear during the workday.
 
 *Information and Resources: Information about bike routes, safety tips, local

biking events, and public transportation options can help cyclists plan their
commute more effectively.

 
 *Bike Share or Rental Services: Some commuter stations may offer bike share or

rental programs, allowing people to borrow bicycles for short-term use.
 
 *Community Space: A gathering area where cyclists can socialize, share tips, or

attend workshops on bike maintenance or safety.
 
 *Accessibility: Conveniently located near major transit hubs, employment

centers, or residential areas to encourage bike commuting.

These stations are part of efforts by cities and organizations to promote sustainable
transportation options, reduce traffic congestion, and improve public health and air
quality.



Running a commuter station involves several key steps to ensure it meets the needs of
cyclists and operates effectively. Here's a guide on how to run a commuter station:

 *Assess Needs and Plan: Conduct an assessment of the local community to
understand the demand for bicycle commuting and identify potential locations
for the commuter station. Consider factors such as proximity to transit hubs,
employment centers, and residential areas.

 
 *Secure Funding: Determine the budget required to establish and operate the

commuter station. The Bike Fed can help.
 
 *Design the Station: Develop the layout and amenities of the commuter station

based on the needs of cyclists and available space.
 
 *Procure Equipment and Supplies: Purchase the necessary supplies for the

commuter station, including bike racks, repair stands, tools, signage.
 
 *Staffing: Determine the staffing needs for the commuter station, including

attendants to manage operations and provide assistance to cyclists.
 
 *Promotion and Outreach: Launch a marketing and outreach campaign to raise

awareness of the commuter station and encourage cyclists to use its facilities.
Post your commuter station on the Bike Fed website events page.

 
 By following these steps, you can effectively run a commuter station that

supports and promotes bicycle commuting in your community.
 
 

https://wisconsinbikefed.org/events/

